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Ode to Autumn 

 

With a chill in the air, 

you glide into my life again, 

flirting, teasing me with 

glimpses of your glory. 

I failed to heed the warnings 

and your arrival takes me 

by surprise. 

 

Breathless, I gaze 

through tear-filled eyes upon you, 

dressed in brighter colors each day. 

I know you will cause pain, 

bring your rag weedy and moldy 

friends who laugh at my distress. 

Yet, I feast on your loveliness, 

suffering the price day and night. 

 

I should flee, go north, 

which you left bereft and cold, 

but your charms keep me here 

and I dread your departure. 

I know you cannot stay long. 

You will be gone all too soon, 

heading south, down the valley, 

leaving behind barrenness 

and melancholy, 

photographs and memories. 

 

My tears shall dry. 

I will breathe easier, 

Autumn allergies assuaged 

until your return next year. 

 

Melanie Harless - Oak Ridge, TN - melanieharless@ymail.com 

 

 

 

harvest moon 

summer’s hot breath 

refuses to leave 

 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 

 



   Autumnal Equinox       2 

 

Sun passes the equator 

Warm thin days 

Mark fading year 

  

With enduring cold nights 

Sun races to vanish 

In solstice darkness 

 

Male birds fade 

To dull plumage 

 

Cranes move south 

Follow geese and plover 

Bound for the gulf 

 

Fox and coyote 

Put on longer coats 

 

Taurus, Bull of Heaven 

Bane of Gilgamesh 

Scorched the earth 

 

He retreats skyward 

Orion pursues 

Backed by loyal hounds 

 

Cicadas cease their buzz and retreat 

Katydids rule the night 

Repeat scandalous gossip 

Katydid! 

Katydid! 

Katydid! 

 

Ray Zimmerman - Chattanooga, TN - znaturalist@yahoo.com 
 

 

Fall Signal 

 

One red leaf 

lying on the road 

glistening. 

 

Tasha Halpert - North Grafton, MA - Tashahal@gmail.com 

mailto:znaturalist@yahoo.com
mailto:Tashahal@gmail.com


  Autumn equinox guarantor     3 

 

fair-priced, bargained, 

traded harvest produce 

 

sound round friendship 

remembering the sweetness 

 

of seasonal classics those 

without material attachment 

 

heart-ravishing earthly pictures pale 

though beauties break and fall 

 

gilded landscapes and brave 

glistening shows fade 

 

neither brook nor fountain 

can forever die 

 

fears how foolish, 

lament how vain 

 

those passing from the world 

last ever in the spirit 

 

fall asleep, awaken 

to laugh at troubled dreams 

 

behold an everlasting home 

redemptive truth for all 

 

a vigilant struggle to arrive at 

enlightened final state 

 

realized, fulfilled of what 

the soul is meant to be 

 

Diane Tehrani - Portland, OR - tehranid@pdx.edu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:tehranid@pdx.edu


                    Blue and Gold     4 

 

Take off your shoes and let 

            the water touch your skin 

            the plangent ocean and the waves 

The sun is softer now 

            the season gold 

Come outside and walk again 

            and ask the world to stop the pain 

 Touch a tree and understand 

            why colors come from cold 

 why leaves just fall away 

Take time to see the wonder 

            in a child’s liquid eyes 

Oh, touch the membrane of this Earth 

            the yellow mountains and the sea 

Embrace this world its life, and add your 

heartbeat to its blue and beating drum 

 

Samuel Wells - Cedar City, UT - samuelwells@suu.edu 

  

 

The Lovely Days of Fall 

 

It’s time again for Autumn, 

for brightly colored trees, 

with just a hint of Winter in 

the briskly blowing breeze. 

The daffodils are nodding, 

the stately tulips glow 

in shades of purple, pink and red-- 

like soldiers in a row... 

The river’s flowing freely 

as if without a care, 

and there’s a joyful feeling of 

excitement in the air... 

It seems quite clear that Nature has 

a message for us all-- 

“Let’s celebrate the blessing of 

these lovely days in Fall!” 

 

Lorna Volk - Cincinnati, OH - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

mailto:samuelwells@suu.edu


              Let Autumn Come     5 

 

Let the purple dusk descend sooner 

and the golden dawn appear later  

as yellow buses crisscross county roads 

 

and mothers breathe sighs of release.  

Let the geese take to the skies 

as sugar maples flame rouge, gold, orange   

 

their leaves curling swirling to the ground. 

Let the breezes be mild and sweet 

until weekend’s leaf burning’s smoke 

  

disrupts the sky’s crystalline blue. 

Fine particles can fill your lungs: so 

let them crumble into leaf mold. 

 

Let acorns and pinecones tumble down 

a rat-a-tat-tat on the deck below 

as squirrels leap-tag from branch to branch 

 

and dew moistens morning grass 

as pumpkins round in the farmer’s patch and  

monarchs begin their passage south  

 

What a killing time: fires, floods, drought, and heat  

let’s commit to save our earth 

Let autumn come 

 

Kit Zak - Lewes, DE - kit.and.bill.zak@gmail.com 

 

Afternoon Delight 

 

Leaves red and 

yellow dance 

in autumn’s breeze. 

Majestic purple 

asters line the path I 

journey in the twilight of 

my life.  No longer rushed, I drink 

in the cool, crisp air as squirrels scamper 

back and forth bearing nuts for the future. 

 

Karen O’Leary - West Fargo, ND - karenoleary1956@gmail.com 



  This Poem is Autumn      6 

 

This poem is Autumn 

when virgin zephyrs sail 

in to cool your skin 

after scorching Summer. 

 

This poem is Autumn 

when orange leaves 

are possible, and apples 

perfume the air. 

 

This poem is Autumn 

when county fairs 

share their largest pumpkin, 

and blue ribbon quilts. 

 

This poem is Autumn 

when hibernating animals 

yawn awake, chipmunks 

frolic, and lazy hounds rise 

from the porch for a walk. 

 

Sara McNulty - Staten Island, NY - sablonde49purple@gmail.com 

 

 

                           Dove 

 

The dove brings a small sprig of green 

and perches on my windowsill-- 

Again. 

Just yesterday I threw away 

the other sprig he left. 

I thought it had it been left by accident;   

I did not think that it could be my fault. 

I’d practiced cooing to the doves 

until I got the rich sound right. 

What had I said? 

That I would wed? 

And now  

will his heart 

break? 

 

Erica Mapp - New York, NY - mappeu@gmail.com 

 

mailto:sablonde49purple@gmail.com


Uncertainty in Glacier Bay National Park   7 

 

September sky untidy turquoise 

or perhaps gray bruised 

fjordic green and blue.  

 

Loons trill, seals bark,  

sheets of ice creak and groan.  

I expected silence not chaos. 

 

Briny air tingles and tickles 

my nose, I stick out my tongue 

and taste uncertainty. 

 

We sail through Huna Tinglit territory 

and learn concepts like biosphere  

reserve; terrestrial wilderness sanctuary.  

 

We ooh and aah in wonder, we frown 

and grumble our concern that receding  

glaciers melt into an ever-bulging ocean. 

 

This secluded corner 

of heaven whispers  

warnings of grief and destruction. 

 

Lesley Hobbs - Port Orchard, WA - lesleyhobbs@live.com 

 

 

October 

 

It’s the beautiful month of October,  

When skies are as blue as can be,  

And bright leaves of yellow 

And crimson and gold, 

Are dancing on every tree. 

It’s Fall, when again we discover  

How sweetly the mourning doves sing, 

The deep purple flowers,  

The warm sunny hours  

That only October can bring! 

 

Lorna Volk - Cincinnati, OH - cportolano@hotmail.com 

  



              Crows - 6:00 am               8 

 

Cacophonous cawing disturbs my reverie 

crows are at it again! 

There must be thirty of them 

meeting on the hill behind 

the wrought iron fence  

 

It appears to be a convocation of sorts 

could be a court the crows have convened 

to judge a wayward one of their own 

who broke some inviolate crow law 

did something that angered his cronies 

 

We’re told that crows are quite clever 

that they have a well-ordered sense 

of what can be done and what cannot 

still to see them meeting in a circle 

on the brush covered California hillside 

seems an unexpected confluence 

 

Perhaps instead they are at Crow Church 

it is Sunday after all -- could be the first service 

how funny to imagine the central crow 

the biggest, baddest of them all 

comforting his crow buddies  

with hymns of praise and consolation 

 

Or maybe it’s a war council 

they have come together to plan 

a concerted attack on a rival crow gang 

sort of ‘Westside Story’ for corvids 

also-called ‘murder of crows’ 

 

Marcy Wingard - Newbury Park, CA - mrwingard@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 

 

 

 

 

 



        Heartbreak at the Hatchery    9 

 

Kingfisher could often be heard  

Making a beeline for the old tree 

That had stood for years  

By the trout ponds which were 

Restocked each season 

 

Until the state stopped stocking  

Leaving mainly inside tanks 

With just a few netted outside ones 

Safe from ospreys, herons, and eagles 

And, of course, the kingfisher 

 

We were afraid he’d leave then, but, nonplussed, 

Kingfisher just began fishing in the nearby Quinebaug 

Still zooming back across the verdant hatchery,  

Crested head flattened by the wind, his angry cries 

Alerting us to his arrival as he headed for his favorite perch 

 

Until one shocking, late September day when, 

As gold and crimson leaves were falling, 

We rounded the corner to the open ponds 

And his beautiful tree was gone 

With only wood chips left in its place 

 

No! For even though he was a bank-dweller 

He had so loved that tree! 

And, though we walked the banks of the Quinebaug 

Several times after that, we never saw or heard him again 

As if unable to bear the pain, he’d simply disappeared 

Au revoir, cher ami!  Bonne chance! 

 

Dawn McCormack - Plainfield, CT - djohnson8251@yahoo.com 

 

 

Monet’s - “Autumn Effects” 

 

Trees spark 

the riverside 

gold variegated leaves 

waves goodbye, summer’s finale 

autumn 

 

Alicia Ann Torres - Oakland, CA - freedom0768@att.net 



      Shadows of Fall                      10 

 

crisp winds 

rustle yellow leaves 

time passes 

restless birds 

circle skies 

crows hop 

from tree to tree 

darkening the air 

they cover bare branches 

how they cry 

a wall of clouds 

lingers 

as days grow shorter 

summer recedes with a whisper 

the story must end 

before another begins 

trucks travel the two-lane highway 

carrying corn 

to the elevator in town 

a stalk picked bare 

stands alone 

a line of school busses 

fan out into the countryside 

as the sun passes to the west 

a child gets off a bus 

and looks both ways 

and runs across the highway 

holding a drawing made in class 

to his mother’s open arms 

as she stands in the doorway 

and shadows sweep the land 

 

Mike Bayles - Davenport, IA - bayles.mike558@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



   On Gull Lake                11

    

(In memory of Bart) 

 

it was early fall 

thick fog lay 

along the shore 

like a soft  

gauzy blanket 

late last night 

I heard his wail 

thought it a wolf 

but knew better 

walking along 

the shore at dawn 

I was startled by 

a loud splash that 

sprayed the waterfront 

I knew then it was 

his soul’s ghost  

hovering underwater 

I had thought him gone 

I should have known 

he would stay 

hidden, submerged  

in the deep 

finally, a slow ripple 

he then emerged, 

his laser like red eye 

caught my gaze  

I knew then he would  

not be going south 

with the rest  

he chose to remain 

here instead close to me 

a phantom water dancer 

his spirit to be  

forever yodeling 

protecting his territory.    

 

RM Yager - Deerfield, IL - yagojohn@aol.com 

                                     

 

 

 

mailto:yagojohn@aol.com


               Addie                12  

 

Autumn slides in slowly 

in the South. 

 

Cool morning air 

turns into shimmery heat 

by afternoon. 

 

I linger on the dock. 

The last of the damselflies hover, 

land on my open book. 

Turtles appear before me, 

ducking under water 

when I throw food their way, 

emerging in a frenzy around the floating pellets. 

Soon, they’ll be gone-- 

like you. 

 

Unlike you, they’ll return in the Spring. 

 

I miss you by the side of my chair, 

paws hanging over the edge, ears perked 

as you follow a gliding hawk. 

 

We lost you last Spring 

along with our freedom to move about 

without a mask, a dinner out here and there, 

and gatherings with friends. 

 

Summer drifts away 

on fallen leaves, 

that float by, 

carry my sadness. 

 

Marianne Patty - Dunwoody, GA - mpattycat@yahoo.com 

 

 

racoon climbs tree 

squirrels in danger 

acorns bounce off cars 

 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 

 

 



             There are different languages for love            13 

 

I’m on our son’s deck with my hurt knee, watching the sea.  

Me and the crickets. 

After dinner, “Come with me,” he’d called, 

friends and loves crowded the boat, even Gus the dog. 

The fog steals in pink over fir trees across the water, 

a sun ball slowly drops behind sheets of gray. 

This is his great joy -- to part the smooth, mauve water, 

to take us all into bracing air, 

and sheer dark beauty 

and stillness that renders us speechless. 

Over the water, a kind of singing wafts to me, 

tender and teasing, full-throated, raw, tinkling. 

We listen, crickets and me, here on land as darkness falls, 

longing sounds winging over the water, human voices, 

reaching for each other, touching, singing 

of summer’s end, 

of loveliness and relief and hope, 

“Come with me,” my son had called. 

It is his language of love. 

 

 

                           Amber 
 

Fall is to be bathed in amber 

Though nature does it best in leaf, 

chrysanthemum, tall wheat. 

Still, 

I have a small rock the color of rich honey 

with flecks all through it 

that mar its clarity. 

Exactly like any fall I have ever lived. 

Imperfections. 

Or enhancements. 

Like our life 

Spilling, 

sweet, 

sticky 

then strong, 

formed and 

full of light. 

 

Cynthia Chadwick Linkas - Hamilton, MA - linkas9@gmail.com 

 

mailto:linkas9@gmail.com


             Face Off or Mano a Mano             14  

 

Dusk comes early to the Colorado mountains.   

I saw the harem moving slowly out of the trees   

into the pasture where they continued to graze.   

Even in the fading light I could see electricity  

in their movements as they swept as a group,  

a susurration of hooved beauty, restless with anticipation.   

 

It was almost dark when I spotted the first of the males,  

youngsters with adolescent racks and adolescent dreams.  

Unsophisticated in the ways of the herd,  

they approached the harem  

with the eagerness of their youth,  

parting the females, chasing the ones who lingered at the edges,  

hoping for satiation of these new urges that made them fearless. 

 

Then the first of the bugles -- the bull elk had arrived.   

He rounded up the dissipating harem and  

made short work of the juniors.  Only the insolent  

or slow-witted ones failed to retreat to the woods.  

A few blows of his rack sent even these running.   

 

Moments later, a second bugle -- the competitor,  

younger, more agile, stronger -- had arrived. 

The contest was on.  

Battling first with their voices -- trash-talking, insults flying, 

their rage mounting -- and then the first charge.  

The staccato clash of their racks echoed across the pastures  

carried by the winds into the high reaches of Elk Mountain, 

a contest repeated for generations past. And to come? 

 

Greer L. Fox - Knoxville, TN - greerlfox@gmail.com 

 

 

early October 

like the temperature 

I wait for change 

 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 



    Grounding - A Cadralor              15 

 

Outside the window colors fly, 

shy pink blooming into rose, 

voluptuous in the cloud-filled dawn. 

Trees weeping leaves of golds and reds; 

tobacco brown of oaks alone aloft. 

 

Children silent, sullen, and sleepy, 

shivering in the predawn dark, 

waiting, listening for the bus’s rumble. 

Jackets foresworn from too many hours 

sweltering on buses in the autumn sun. 

 

Skipping stones in the pond for hours, 

watching ripples radiate to shore, 

absorbed in absent-minded intensity, 

perfecting a harmless skill that yields 

a lifetime of quiet satisfaction. 

 

Trees at last have shed their burden, 

leaves bedded down on glistening soil. 

Roots, emboldened, embrace with filaments 

threading the darkness beneath. Unencumbered, 

branches sway and waltz in tune with western winds. 

 

Dream we should of darkest forest 

and dance once more to Samhain chants. 

Collect together all that live and all that pass. 

Embrace the treasures that go unseen. 

Dance connections of life anew. 

 

Greer L. Fox - Knoxville, TN - greerlfox@gmail.com 

 

 

October Fashion Show 

 

On autumnal runway 

Of New Hampshire Forest, 

Young birches model 

Bright red, orange, and green costumes, 

Mesmerize myriad tourists 

With arboreal bravura. 

 

Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 



                      Fall Drift Down the Ashley            16

  

My old fishing boat knew my path as I  

aimlessly floated on a balmy autumnal equinox. 

Tall cypress fills the bank with elegant Spanish moss-draped  

gracefully on its arms. 

 

Blissfully living in a symbiosis of respect with 

knobby cypress, it is easy to see why the Native 

Americans called it ‘tree hair.’   

 

The Ashley settles into the afternoon tide in no rush,  

as is customary for afternoons around Charleston. 

The elegant crown of a Blue Heron comes into view,  

peeking behind an old cypress with knurly legs hugging  

the soft sand beneath.  

 

He is patient for an afternoon snack to float on by giving  

way to minimal movement so that afternoon will enjoy with 

leisure. 

Turtles are sunning on a fallen tree with the sound of a bullfrog in 

proximity croaking for a brief shower to cool off the air. 

 

The Spanish moss begins to wave its arms as the sky becomes 

ashen color.  

Then, rambling back to the dock, a piece of tree hair dropped on 

my head, draped over my glasses, hanging in front of my eyes.   

 

There is no rush to remove it.   

I want to keep my afternoon on me. 

 

Betty O’Hearn - St. Petersburg, FL - mimiohearn@gmail.com 

 

 

hungry mist 

 

hungry mist devours 

swallows ocean’s horizon 

leaves me so alone 

 

mj Nordgren - Forest Grove, OR - maryjanenordgren@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

mailto:mimiohearn@gmail.com
mailto:maryjanenordgren@gmail.com


               Nature Tries to Please                     17 

 

Try to please everyone. See what happens. 

They call me fickle, wishy-washy,  

indecisive, uncaring, hard-hearted. 

Mumbled moanings, grumbling and griping. 

The always-angry hurl epithets against me.  

Silent petitions and unspoken wishes I sense also. 

One person wants sunshine  

while another complains of the glare and heat. 

Some pray for rain to save gardens and crops 

or to water their thirsty lawns, 

while vacationers and outdoor enthusiasts 

condemn the clouds and the fearful run from thunder. 

The just complain that the unjust  

also get rain, or sunshine. 

 

I know how the body tires of long periods  

of high temperatures and humidity  

through the months of summer. 

How the mind grows tired of the sameness  

of green in the trees and woods 

and lawns and pastures from April to September. 

And how weary hearts long for the excitement  

of change, a respite from monotony 

to revive the spirit, refresh the soul,  

engender enthusiasm for life once more.  

 

I’ve been working on inspiring changes  

while people were busy complaining, 

thinking I was just coasting in orbit.  

But major miracles take time and cosmic change.  

Soon enough the chrysalis will complete 

its incubation, burst its cocoon,  

and when October rounds the equinox  

a universe of colorful butterflies  

will swarm into the woods  

lighting on every branch  

of every tree and the oohs and aahs  

will fill the refreshing air 

as excited humans gasp in awe.  

 

Wesley D. (Wes) Sims - Oak Ridge, TN - wes4words@att.net     

 
 



       Perennially Saying Goodbye to the Annuals               18 

 

More yellow leaves 

on the potted Impatiens today 

 

At the touch of my fingers each falls away 

like a fragment of an ancient scroll 
 

I know this is how it must be 

You’ll leave me at summer’s last dance 

Dust and dirt where you used to be 

a Lady’s Slipper in my hand 

 

Yet every spring there I am 

Perennial suitor at the annual’s sale 

I behold each new plant, every blossom sublime 

And I’m no longer a seasoned gardener 

But an ardent young man 

 

You warn me 

It’s only a summer romance 

 

But I can’t resist 

I can’t give up 

Falling in love every year 

For the very first time 

It wasn’t always like this 

 

Once I loved only Rose and Peony 

So dazzled was I by their single-burst beauty 

 

You I disdained, you were common, all around 

Until I mistook a cluster for a rosebud on the ground 

Realized my callow folly, cherished the Impatiens I’d found 

 

Now part of me crumbles as I watch you die 

And it comes to me all that you’ve taught 

To accept my brief time on this earth with tranquility 

And beautify all that I’ve got 
 

(Lady’s Slipper is a perennial flower as well as a reference to 

Cinderella’s glass shoe.) 
 

Amy S. Melman - Croton-on-Hudson, NY - 

amy1melman@yahoo.com 

              



         Lizard                 19 

 

For days and days,  

the lizard has spent  

hours sitting still  

 

on the jalousie slat,  

brown and then green,  

now a dark figure  

 

looking out  

at the rain  

or in at me.  

 

Unfazed by wind,  

light, or night,  

it stays.  

 

Gecko or chameleon,  

passionate or calm,  

changing position  

 

time to time,  

hopping onto the window,  

moving to the slat’s end,  

 

inquisitive, active,  

upside down, linear,  

as constant  

 

and changing  

as tides or love  

or ideas, seeming  

 

to neither want  

nor wait.  

As I fall asleep  

 

I dream I am  

just like the lizard  

until I wake.  

 

Brian Cronwall - Wailua, Hawaii - cronwall@hawaii.edu 

 

 



                      A Season of Anticipation              20 

 

October, the big-leaf maples are gold, mottled with brown. 

Orange pumpkins vine dark green in nearby farmer’s fields; 

and the Jonagold apples in my orchard are ready for gathering. 

 

Yet, there is more to fall than pumpkins carved into gnarly  

smiling jack o’lanterns, more than red blushing apples 

made into pies, more than a change of leaf hue. 

 

Fall is a not only a season of gathering in the harvest, 

but of anticipation of what will come as the days draw down 

towards the cold and frost of winter. 

 

For children, it is a time that stretches from Halloween’s 

banishment of hobgoblins to Thanksgiving turkeys,  

and thence to green and red wreaths that proclaim holiday cheer.  

 

For gray fluff-tailed squirrels, fall is the time to prepare  

for winter scarcity when survival depends on preparation.   

Secret caches of peanuts may be buried in flowerpots. 

 

As nature ends the golden days of summer and earliest autumn, 

heavy-bodied, black and white resident Canada geese are driven 

by instinct to exercise their wings on short flights. 

It may be a prelude to actual migration if they need to leave  

their homes on the grassy banks of ponds in temperate climes. 

 

Their incessant symphonic honking helps keep the flock’s order 

and direction, but the peace of my autumnal reveries concludes 

as the Canada geese fly overhead 

 

Wendy N. Bell - Edgewood, WA - wendynbell@hotmail.com  

 

 

Butterfly 

 

The butterfly has spread his wings almost flat 

Gliding from tree to flower 

Then rising again 

Clearing the fence 

And floating up the hill 

To come to rest in the bloom of a thistle. 

 

Harold Sneide - Indian Hills, CO - haroldsneide@comcast.net 

mailto:wendynbell@hotmail.com
mailto:haroldsneide@comcast.net


              Passing Dream              21 

 

There is a place, just up this trail, 

very near the quiet stream, 

a jagged break in the mountain’s face 

where I go to catch a dream. 

 

They ride the currents of Fall’s fresh breeze 

as it sweeps down from the rugged peak 

and there I wait, alert to the chance 

that I might hear one speak. 

 

For I am a child of these ancient stones, 

birthed by the canyon and trees, 

brother and sister to the mountain lion, 

related to all I see. 

 

This is my home, the source of my strength, 

away from life’s hollow schemes, 

where I can rest in the mountain’s embrace, 

and catch a passing dream. 

 

Roger Pierce - Oro Valley, AZ - rpierce41@gmail.com 

 

 
Heart Warming 

 

There is a strange new 

crispness within the air 

that will make your breath visible 

with just enough of a breeze 

to make ones nose and cheeks 

a nice shade of rosy red. 

Amidst that crisp fall breeze 

there is a familiar warmth 

that has managed to take 

a comforting grasp 

around my cool heart. 

 

Amy Hrynchuk - Alberta, Canada - ahrynchuk_poetry@yahoo.ca 

 

 

 

 

mailto:AZ%20-%20rpierce41@gmail.com
mailto:ahrynchuk_poetry@yahoo.ca


   Song of the Universes              22  

 

My life but a blip  

a cosmic skip  

on the galactic record  

 

But today my heart sings  

composed of  

flickers of joy & happiness  

 

A cappella  

a solitary voice in the wasteland  

keening with ecstasy  

 

The dark forest draws silent  

listening, enraptured  

baffled by the illumination  

 

The distant stars sparkle in rhythm  

replying to the language of life  

yesterday, today, and tomorrow  

 

Voices long lost  

erased by eons  

but the melody of our souls lives on  

 

My life but a blip  

a cosmic skip  

on the galactic record. 

 

Matthew Feeney - Moose Lake, MN - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 
                                        

Smorgasbord of Gourds 

 

Thousands of jack o’lanterns illuminate 

Hudson Valley manor. 

Oregonians, dressed as pirates, princesses, 

Or favorite movie characters, 

Race titanic squashes 

On Tualatin Lake. 

Other people golf and bowl with pumpkins. 

Autumn teems with gaggles of gourds. 

 

Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 



                Leaf Cycle                 23                                                                                                                                                                                                 

 

(A tanka and three septet stanzas 

          of seven-syllable lines) 

 

turn brown; fall to ground 

say ‘bye’ to your life-line branch 

autumn deems it so 

enter winter, spring will spawn 

summer into fall again 

 

leaves of green turn gold red brown 

wondrous world of colors: fall 

foliage and candy corn 

yellow, orange, tip bright white 

not so much a proffered treat 

like before on Halloween 

but safe if factory-sealed  

 

find your joy, man woman child 

farmers’ market, hayrides fun 

put away your devices 

communicate one on one 

under clearest bluest skies 

mask/mask-less, seek common ground 

though variety the spice 

 

or just be bold; break the mold 

Einstein, Jackson Pollock, wow 

they, not cut from common cloth 

there was a burning inside 

autumn leaves will fall to ground 

enter winter; spring will spawn 

summer into fall again. 

 

Fred Simpson - Beacon Falls, CT - simpsonfnyc@gmail.com 

 

 

tangled woods 

held together as one-- 

enveloping fog 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 

 

 

mailto:erry@shaw.ca


                       Orioles Heading South                       24 
 

The grape jelly feeder sways as the young orioles alight, 

partake, and depart--the feedings more frenetic now 

as fall swings in.  

 

With miles to go before they can frolic in the south,  

the orioles are eager to fuel up here in Wisconsin. 

After all, their parents have already left on this long journey. 

 

Now, however, a crisis in the area.  

There is no grape jelly to be found. 

If a shipment arrives, one is limited 

to two jars that might last a scant few days. 

The lesson--stockpile more grape jelly in the winter. 

 

At least our nectar feeders are filled 

for those thirsty, hungry birds. 

 

Safe travels, orioles! See you next summer. 

 

Linda Aschbrenner - Marshfield, WI - 

wordzooLAschbrenner@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Autumn Acrobat 

 

Autumn 

squirrel gymnast, 

red bushy tailed 

wide eyed 

playfully rattles 

oak tree limbs 

causing 

acorn showers 

to carpet grounds 

for tasty gatherings 

to stash or plant 

new life. 

 

Alicia Ann Torres - Oakland, CA - freedom0768@att.net 

 

 

 

mailto:wordzooLAschbrenner@gmail.com


           Of Myth and Mystery               25 

 

Wan against the limestone step, stilled 

by October chill, you arrive unearthly  

before dawn, out of season.   

Luna, did my porch light, the one  

I forgot to turn off, draw you near? 

Last night, I swear I held a séance  

with late-gathering moths, whispering 

to their white laced selves, some mottle-winged, 

others dusty must, circling in lunar glow  

round that nearer globe at the back door. 

But you, Luna of Mystery and Myth, 

appear alone, drawn from a treetop.  

You command my gaze. Could you be a seer?   

The crescents stitched within your shapely wings 

bewitch, evoke the moon too soon to wane. 

You, pale robed in lush and lightest lime,  

a gown of gauze, edged in rose, trailing 

twin ribbons, tails I dare not touch 

for fear of breaking your spell. 

Linger now and speak to me. 

I’ll remember you, an appliqued queen, 

pinned to the pearl of harvest moon. 

Though you have no mouth, I listen 

to hear and hold your words. Find your balance  

‘tween light and dark, the seen and unseen.  

 

Judith Youngers - Comfort, TX - writingjudi8@icloud.com 

 

 

White Birch 

 

I think that I shall never see, 

A thing as lovely as a birch tree. 

My bark white, strong, and tall. 

My leaves change color in the fall. 

I am the proud Granite State tree, 

Robert Frost has written about me. 

My hard wood in the White Mountains is found, 

Also, in New England, all around. 

 

Marlene Mesot - Axton, VA - Marl.Mesot@gmail.com 

 

 

mailto:Marl.Mesot@gmail.com


           Earthbound Envy              26 

 

Looking far up in the sky one day, 

I see a hawk or eagle circling 

Three to four hundred feet above me. 

From so far away he appears  

Little more than a moving dot. 

How can he see either squirrel or vole 

From such an altitude? 

But maybe he is just enjoying  

The view from his lofty perspective. 

What manner of mountains, valleys, 

Fields and streams does he see? 

How is it that he and I 

Are engineered so differently? 

I could never enjoy a panorama 

Without having terra firmly  

Planted under my feet. 

I feel a tinge of envy 

That he can ride the thermals 

And soar into the sky, 

While I stand earthbound 

On my little patch of ground.  

 

Eric Glaberson - Brooklyn, NY - egbrutus@gmail.com 

 

 

Changes 

 

Sunbeams stream 

through stained glass leaves, 

scatter amber and garnet 

shadows on the ground. 

 

Sunsets give way 

to moon’s candle glow 

for Nature's chiaroscuro-- 

equal dawn and dusk. 

 

As daylight 

merges into twilight, 

breezes murmur soft lullabies 

awaiting the coming dark. 

 

Katherine A. Hogan - Forest Hills, NY - ednastv@aol.com 

mailto:egbrutus@gmail.com


            Autumn Walk               27 

 

Leaves in sheets on the road 

wilted, wet, many colorful shapes 

catch my eye.  Some are curled. 

Interrupted, they rustle as I walk by. 

Each year as temperatures change 

this miracle of nature is mine to  

behold at the end of a growth cycle. 

A frisky squirrel darts up a tree 

pauses to look at me and continue on 

My neighbor’s dog approaches, his  

wagging tail invites me to stroke him. 

I kick acorns, turbans that scoot and roll 

as their perfect shape allows. 

Some wobble unhindered until they 

come to rest against the curb or a stone. 

Honest little souls, they dart unknowingly 

in random patterns carefree to bump along. 

Unattended, they dance on the surface a while. 

I am like the acorns on the road of life. 

Braving my path, I am determined to find my calling. 

Daily I muster the power to stay the course,  

navigate the obstacles, discover the mystery. 

 

Sharley Bryce - Tucson, AZ - detailsu@comcast.net 

  

 
October Winter 

 

For days, falling leaves were replaced by snowflakes 

that cascaded from a gray, misty sky. 

Temperatures dropped below freezing. 

Grass and sidewalks were covered in a milky film of white. 

Frost dotted windowpanes. 

 

Now, the snow and frost are gone. 

Leaves drift to the ground, 

carpet grass and sidewalks. 

The sun shines through clear windows. 

Autumn has returned, but for how long? 

 

Abbie Johnson Taylor - Sheridan, WY - 

abbietaylor945@gmail.com 

  

mailto:abbietaylor945@gmail.com


                     Autumn Retreat                  28 

 

Travelling down winding country roads 

passing farmhouses, a continuum of rock walls 

on a hill stands an old Methodist church 

stained glass windows panel the white sides 

its steeple with bell tower pierces the sky 

a metal sign flashes by, says: Settled 1635 

 

Ponds painted with crayon-colored leaves appear 

beneath narrow stone bridges, barely room for one car 

smokey hickory smell of earth and scent of pine 

present at each turn, homes fade in the rearview mirror 

columns of light flickering through trees 

glow burnt orange with the setting sun 

 

Tucked in the woods, a Bed and Breakfast 

two-story colonial, black shutters, chimneys, 

gardens with vines covering trellises, wicker chairs 

somewhere in the back by the barn, a hitching post 

there's a place to park a horse powered vehicle 

 

A white-haired woman in Revolutionary garb 

greets visitors at the desk, confirms reservations 

handing out keys, motions towards wooden stairs 

a porter arrives to carry luggage, places bags in the room 

smiles, accepts the tip, quickly disappears 

 

Too tired for dinner, I undress, slip under the covers 

close my eyes, dream of the past circa 1795 

Manhattan’s slate-grey skyscrapers recede in my mind 

lines of endless traffic, cacophony of horns  

replaced by sounds of birdsong outside my window 

 

Lynne D. Soulagnet - Medford, NY - 

LynneSoulagnet@yahoo.com 

 

 

leaves crunch 

melodies meander 

into the mist 

 

Patricia Carragon - Brooklyn, NY - pcarragon@gmail.com 

 

 



                 November 1st, 2021              29 

 

We heard a rustle on this Day of the Dead 

This Day of All Saints 

We were walking in the dark 

It was all right, I had my flashlight 

Suddenly something burst through 

Blackberry, ivy, wire, poison oak 

Just a few feet away 

Was I hallucinating? 

I did just have my booster 

Were you family or friend that needed honoring? 

A glorified soul? 

So swift! 

An apparition?  

But I saw your enormous, thumper back paws 

Pushing off fence 

The raven end of your long-drawn-out, tawny tail 

Unmistakable! 

You were what I always wanted to see 

As long as you weren’t chasing me 

Graceful, powerful, alive, sacred mountain lion 

Today I will forever celebrate you! 

 

Kristin Ruth Lawrence - Sebastopol, CA - webwalker17@aol.com 

 

 

Wind Blown 

 

Who loves the wind, 

strong enough to send full garbage dumpsters 

sailing down the street to land with a clatter 

in the neighbor’s yard? 

Feel its force pushing you downtown. 

Where are you going? 

Who knows, perhaps to a place 

where there is no wind. 

Is there such a place? 

 

Abbie Johnson Taylor - Sheridan, WY - 

abbietaylor945@gmail.com 

 

 

             If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 

 

mailto:abbietaylor945@gmail.com


                                             Perfection                                       30 

 

A day like today 

November 1st 

north from the bay 

in the woodland at Laurel 

that’s where the trees 

are tall and bare-legged 

with tops of burnt orange 

and antique gold 

rich dark and deep 

unspeakably autumn 

It is just after noon 

with barely a breeze 

the sky is sharp-blue 

the air crisp and clean 

light is somnolent 

whatever it touches 

is burnished and buffed 

brightness like a cat 

climbs to high branches 

preens there and purrs 

Splashed by waves 

sunshine and shade 

wind thinned woods 

are dappled and bright 

alive with light 

tree trunks washed 

with blacks and grays 

tree crowns aflame 

The palette of fall 

takes precedence here 

The year has stopped 

to catch its breath 

you can hear one leaf 

as it falls to earth 

shadows are long 

and well defined 

seed has flourished 

and ripened to fruit 

April’s brash promise 

is kept by November. 

 

Peter Leverich - Manhasset, NY - peterl@techsoftware.com 

 



                                            Rose’s Grove            31 

 

I drift for bluefish 

where the bay narrows 

Robins Island to the north 

the wood pile to the south. 

It is early November Indian summer, 

leaves have turned but trees are not bare, 

terra-cotta auburn bronze, 

wherever I look the colors of fall 

console the bay. 

 

East of the race 

the sky has darkened. 

I look intently for other signs 

a change in wind, increasing seas 

but out of the east a long-drawn vee 

inscribes itself across the blue 

a wedge of mallards overhead 

from Shelter Island to Rose’s Grove. 

 

All afternoon as I fish 

mallards cross-stitch the sky, 

they navigate from bluff to bluff 

homing on reflected light 

sunlight from the sand bright bluffs 

that line the bay on either side. 

When I pull into port 

although the fishing has been poor 

I am exhilarated. 

 

Peter Leverich - Manhasset, NY - peterl@techsoftware.com 

 

 

 

early November 

a dismal gray day-- 

scarlet maple leaves 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 
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                       Dueling Maternal Instincts             32 
  
Finally crisp fall air arrived with brilliant sunshine   
Raw from days of thunderous rains Suzy happily takes Lilly  
out onto her patio in her carrier and places it down. 
Clearly the best medicine for her infant is clear, fresh air  
Suzy turns her back to shake out a blanket.  
  
When she hears a snap followed by a plastic crunching sound  
instantly she lifts the shovel while turning all in one motion.   
Lilly’s carrier is dangling from the mouth of a mountain lion  
Waving and smashing the shovel down creating a Tsunami  
effect fighting off this animal with her entire being.  
  
The lion surprised by the battle releases Lilly from its jaws   
NOT TODAY -- NOT EVER -- NOT MY LILLY is still  
Screeching in her ears while hugging screaming Lilly.  
Still reeling from having to break the lion’s grip on her child,  
Tears start to pour down her face from her frightening victory. 
  
She is horrified to see how emaciated the mountain lion and  
her cub are as they dash from their hiding spot near the patio.  
Hiding right above them waiting for a moment to pounce  
To get any food for her cub, it’s clear they are both starving.  
Holding Lilly tighter she feels beyond sad for them.  
  
Yet, Suzy’s Herculean effort makes her very proud.  
Nothing could stop her from keeping her baby from harm.  
  
Vivian Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com  

 

 

 
blackened scream 

 

blackened stick-figure 

pines on columbia’s cliffs scream 

fool boys play with fire 

 

mj Nordgren - Forest Grove, OR - maryjanenordgren@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:maryjanenordgren@gmail.com


The Universal Language              33 

 

The wind was whispering 

through the thick of the trees 

as if singing along with the 

strumming on my guitar. 

I had had more than enough 

of the cruel world, so I 

find myself once again 

alone, happily alone, 

sitting on this big, old, 

brown-orange boulder 

that I found years ago 

wandering when young. 

Out in the wondrous wild, 

where one can let go 

of all the pretenses 

humans live with each day, 

as my spirit floats free, 

mingling with the wind, 

one with this warm breeze,  

as it sings it’s heart out, 

with my fingers following 

along with the many voices 

heard there on the wind,  

without me knowing the notes. 

 

Then a music-loving elk, a cow, 

gracefully, slowly, comes out 

of the forest and strolls over  

to where I am strumming. 

Intently she listens, standing 

so still, so close to me 

as my heart races over  

her great trust of my being 

so near to her for there are  

no signs of fear 

as she starts quietly grazing 

on the tall grasses, 

happy for this free concert.        

 

Charles Portolano - Fountain Hills, AZ - cportolano@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

mailto:cportolano@hotmail.com


              Autumn Symphony               34 

 

Dusk settles, neighbors murmur of drought. 

Children shriek, “1, 2, 3, on Jimmy.” 

Nighthawks, winter portent, scoop mosquitoes 

while summer rules; apples almost ripe, 

thunk the roof; weed clumps collect dust 

in fence rows, offer safe haven 

for Chinese pheasant cackle. 

Starlings stream toward night roosts, 

trees alive with bird squabbles. 

Sharp winds moan, drift leaves into corners. 

 

Come morning frost blackens asters, 

mums, squash vines, marigolds. 

Canada geese vee across a harvest moon, 

chase wind-driven shreds of cloud; 

coal trains whistle across the miles. 

Steers, gathered in dusty corrals for shipping, 

protest their confinement over the growl 

of trucks ready to haul them away. 

Children’s shouts, grown-up murmurs fade, 

muted in a blanket of snow. 

 

A. Rose Hill - Sheridan, WY - arose@bresnan.net 

 

 

                Leaf Memory 

 

before leaf blowers 

there were bamboo rakes 

Before bagging leaves 

there was raking to mulch the garden 

my toddler and I  

made a huge pile of colorful leaves 

musky with drying  

I looked around 

where did Ruth go 

I heard a giggle 

looking down I saw her in the leaf pile 

smiling I jumped in too 

We rolled laughed and buried each other in the leaves 

Dad won’t have to work so hard to till the leaves in the soil 

 

Carol Farnsworth - Ada, MI - carolfarn@aol.com 

mailto:arose@bresnan.net


           Canine Encounter                          35 

 

Henry lay sprawled on the deck.  

His gaze transfixed straight ahead. 

What was he looking at? 

My husband went outside to see.  

He stood stock-still, 

His gaze following the dog’s. 

It looked like a statue by the fence. 

It stared glary eyed back at them. 

It didn’t move. 

Neither did Kevin or Henry. 

They all just stared at each other. 

Then there were three of them.  

They weren’t statues. 

They were real. 

Three deer on the property behind ours. 

Human and dog had their first wonderous encounter  

It was something never to forget. 

 

Trish Hubschman - Easton, PA - plutzhub@gmail.com 

 

 

                                  First Harvest 

  

The promise of spring has grown green and born seed, 

ripened in summer, and beckoned the reapers, 

heads bowed to the sharp spears of steel sweeping. 

Let us begin the process, the threshing, divide 

grain from chaff, good from waste, useful from dross. 

The seed of spring must needs nourish or be discarded. 

How can we know what will grow from our seed? 

We can only hope to see good growth and sturdy. 

The threshing will let the chaff fly and the rest remain. 

With cup and plate, we seek to know what has grown. 

We offer first fruits, then taste them for ourselves. 

Blessings upon this harvest with gratitude and joy. 

  

Tasha Halpert - North Grafton, MA - Tashahal@gmail.com 
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               Murmuration               36 

 

High above, thousands of Starlings, 

    perfectly synchronized, 

in the ebb and flow, 

    swooping, swirling, whirling, 

many birds as one, 

    undulating to the rhythm of their dance, 

beautiful shape-shifting clouds. 

    Small black plumed birds 

are silhouetted against the sky at dusk. 

    When seen close, 

they don an iridescent sheen. 

    So mesmerizing as they morph 

into ever changing beings. 

    When turning with precision, 

all have one purpose, 

    together in every motion. 

Every action is cooperation, 

    heightened awareness of each other. 

Each copying the behavior of its neighbors 

    until they move as one, 

gliding gracefully across the sky. 

    Unspoken communication is seen 

through the language of bodies. 

    How subtle the message, 

how alert to each other, 

    a marvel to behold. 

There is much to learn from 

    their unity in motion. 

 

Jane Russell - Pittsburg, CA - jrusle@yahoo.com 

 

Harvest 

 

Seeds of vernal toil 

Sewn in hope filled soil, 

Watered from above 

With heaven’s tears of love 

Become the fruit and grain 

Gathered in the fall, 

Cornucopias of flavor 

Savored by all. 

 

Carrie Hooper - Elmira, NY - hoot751@stny.rr.com 



                           Farm Magic              37 

 

Crows cawing warning of Indian summer’s end. 

Harvest time of the spring seedlings has begun. 

The magic of fully-grown colorful vegetables  

picked ripe to perfection. 

All that tender loving care is now on roadside stands. 

Anticipation has begun for the canning and baking season. 

Hayfields spun into large golden spools. 

There is something in the air as a cool crispness blankets the land. 

Smells of freshly tilled earth made ready for late fall’s  

unfriendly bite. 

The music of geese honking is accompanied by  

the far-off sounds of tracker engines. 

Quilts hanging on the line mimicking the colors of autumn.                                           

Farmers coming back from the fields sooner  

as twilight approaches. 

Stars and galaxies starting to linger much longer. 

 

 

                           Mirrored Water 

 

Leaves gone 

Trees have become patterned lace designs. 

Stepping through the muddy remnants of autumn. 

Enjoying her last tales mirrored against the lake. 

Cranes gliding on the water snatching up fish before sunset. 

Frogs jumping through the greenish lily pads and brown cattails. 

The wind rustling, echoing through the forest. 

Catching sight through my camera lens. 

A family of deer traipsing around the grove. 

Their bushy white tails and brown fur melding into the mirror 

below. 

Watching the twilight begin. 

Admiring the last hues of sunlight sink into the earth. 

While absorbing the sounds of animals calling out good night. 

 

Mary Anne Abdo - Scranton, PA - Eirinn919@aol.com 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



                  In Praise of Trees              38 

 

I can’t sleep when the frogs return. We wade  

long nights together, and when I move, certain  

shadows move from tree to tree -- water sprites? 

 

Trees can fly when they’re very small. The maple’s 

samara is a double-winged achene, a whirligig 

with a seed, that flies wherever the wind carries it. 

 

And if we could speak in the language of trees,  

what could they tell us, and would we listen? 

“We’re all composed of the same elements,”  

 

they say. Trees can be very practical. And they freely,  

unambiguously, trade carbon and oxygen with us.  

“Practice gratitude,” they hear. But sometimes words  

 

aren’t enough: a wild brown rabbit nibbling clover,  

a squirrel searching for buried treasure in mossy grass,  

a gray feather, the sky at dawn, a cloudy day, fog, the sea... 

 

forests of trees, leaf shadows, multi-hued tree bark. Trees  

shelter us and the world. We are all cherry trees in bloom, 

redwoods sprouting in coastal fogs, sugar pinecones abiding  

 

in the Cascade mountains, orchids blossoming in the Amazon, 

with centuries-old wisdom in our leaves. So, when the frogs  

return (when the seasons change), it’s okay to leave  

 

some things behind, to translate memories of goldfinches,  

marigolds, monarch butterflies, forget-me-nots, robins,  

dandelion fluff, sunflowers, giant redwoods into a blessing,  

a thank-you, making dessert of this day. 

 

Daphne Clifton - Portland, OR - daphneclifton@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



I Rattle Your Windows in the Night              39 

 

The wind. The wind. The lurid wind.  

In the night. Throughout the long night.  

 

Like a tireless beast, all night.  

Ravenous. Clawing at the door.  

 

Teeth bare. Eyes piercing window shades.  

Endless rattling of the windows.  

 

I’m coming to get you mortal.  

Wake and know your impermanence.  

 

Invisible, I devour.  

You belong to me frail planet.  

 

Fire and water my allies.  

We will purify your thick filth.  

 

The time is short to make amends.  

Beware the lightening, hail, and snow.  

 

And the tides. You ignore the tides.  

Glaciers, ice caps, shrinking forests.  

 

You live in a glass house madly.  

You delusion stockpiles of stones.  

 

And I shout a clear, fair warning.  

I rattle your windows in the night  

 

Marcel Aime Duclos - Peyton, CO - marcel.duclos@gmail.com 

 

 

 

autumn artist 

 

green to gold, auburn 

scarlet, purple tints, e’en blue 

autumn artist shines 

 

mj Nordgren - Forest Grove, OR - maryjanenordgren@gmail.com 
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           Autumn Ritual               40 

 

Geese in V formation  

ragged as their voices 

at the end of a nighttime flight  

Mutual encouragement  

for the final push to  

the pond a few  

miles north  

 

Black webbed  

feet skim the water’s  

surface -- wings fold back  

for a graceful downshift to a 

slow paddle drawing  

circles that widen  

and disappear  

into muddy  

edges 

 

All of it a  

greeting to the  

sun and a farewell to  

the dew that covers rose  

petals curled up tight  

in lengthening  

autumn  

nights 

 

Emily-Sue Sloane - Huntington Station, NY 

esloane2@gmail.com 

 

 

 

high overhead 

geese honk their way south-- 

all too soon, empty sky 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 
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                        Autumn Match              41 

 

It’s not an arena, that clearing behind the house,  

but wide enough for these two bucks to fight it out, 

maybe in a hurry to settle the election,  

stomping their hooves they signal the start,  

but first they circle each other,  

moving sideways, eyes locked 

in deadly determination -- But where’s the referee? 

 

They measure the distance between them with a glance, 

just a few steps, just enough to work up enough  

momentum when the synchronized clocks inside them  

give a silent signal: to rear up, and bang!  

 

The two heads crash into each other with a dull thud,  

but the legs do not give way, 

and then again, and again and again,  

rearing exactly to regulation height  

so, the two foreheads always meet exactly right, 

not with a bang only a dull but determined thud 

like a fist on a jaw in the ring, 

again and again, they back off a step or two 

and rear up again and go head-to-head. 

 

Curiously, there never is an underhanded move,  

antlers stabbed into a belly or a throat. 

No bells, no whistles -- nature is a silent referee. 

 

I stand inside by the window with a free ticket  

enjoying the ringside view of the match  

but can’t tell the winner when they finally quit and  

return into the thick of the forest.  

The sure loser is the lawn, but in a few weeks its wounds  

will be bandaged by the falling leaves of autumn.  

 

Paul Sohar - Warren, NJ - sohar.paul@gmail.com 
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                        Paddling Free              42 

 

After parking nearby and a short portage, 

I urged the canoe down a swollen creek, 

   heading towards the open river. 

The riverbank was draped in moss and ferns, 

   a comforting sight as I eased into a rhythm. 

Leaves fluttered down from nearby trees, 

   encouraged by a breeze, as my paddle 

    bites into the current. 

Tiny wisps that twist and spin, land in no hurry. 

 

There were oaks, maples and dogwoods, sporting red,  

   gold, and vibrant flame colors, 

Brightening my mood, slowly dissolving my stressful day. 

Out here I could breathe… feel Nature, whispering peaceful 

    solace to my soul. 

Where was I headed?  

The destination is not important. 

Outdoors… the joy is in the journey. 

 

Nick Della Volpe - Knoxville, TN - ndellavolpe@bellsouth.net 

 
 
       The Fifth Season - (Wildfire Season) 

 

The heat was withering. 

Flowers went to seed without much of a show, 

and all the grass turned brown. 

When the fire was seen on the hill 

the firemen soon arrived. 

They donned their gear in awful heat 

and headed up the hill in the Nature Preserve. 

Around huge rocks, 

over fallen trees, 

all the while watching for the 

gullies and drop-offs hidden by smoke. 

As the firemen kept going uphill 

deer, moose, turkeys, pheasants, and a coyote 

ran down the hill to the river. 

Both men and animals were too intent 

on their efforts to notice the others. 

 

Kathleen Schrum - Spokane, WA - joeygsgirl@comcast.net 
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A Child’s Seasons               43 

 

(for Rowan and Abraham) 

 

A chilly breeze 

plays with our hair. 

Leaves fall. 

The trees grow bare. 

 

Slippery ice 

under our feet. 

Powdery snow-- 

a joyful treat! 

 

A soft rain falls 

on soil and bud. 

The world is 

squishy mud. 

 

The sun beats hot 

on our skin. 

Cool water--  

Let’s jump in! 

 

Leaves dance and spin, 

fall down, and then-- 

crunch! 

Our fun 

begins again. 

 

Emily Harel - Becket, MA - emilyharel25@gmail.com 

 

 

 

Perspective 

 

The bare branches of the forest intertwine as you gaze 

Losing depth with distance until they seem to touch 

Holding together a view that will vanish  

with the greening of the spring. 

 

Harold Sneide - Indian Hills, CO - haroldsneide@comcast.net 
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   Artemis Dream - Opening Day             44 

  

Shotgun shot wakes me from a dream 
so suddenly that 
I lose it, trailing off, into light 
so blonde… it must be dawn. 
Opening Day of Hunting Season. 
In a flash I invoke Potnia Theron 
(Queen of Wild Animals, once mighty 
Ishtar-- Nana on Lion -- Aphrodite). 
Sole Artemis, guardian of deer. 
After her demise, her roles fragmented 
into a down-sized figurine: archer or bather 
by woodland pools where water runs swift as wind. 
Goddess of the chase and chastity, somehow, she knows 
birth pangs, the pain of another’s labor. 
Her preferences? Solitary company, 
or perhaps a small circle of young girls. 
Hasten, shadows, ferns, and gullies. 
No Tinker Bell she, heliotropic 
in the forest canopy, gleaning 
sunshine wherever it falls, filters. 
  
One loud shot, then another, buckshot, 
followed by footfalls, each shoe 
a cauda (tail) repeating itself, 
as coda, colon or semicolon 
in the woods of our neighboring gorge. 
Who would dare go there today? 
Even our black dog stays close, 
points, sniffs around the woodpile, 
smells death and smoke wafting up from the gulf 
while I linger inside, sipping coffee 
till the gunshots at last subside, fade off 
to the shuffle of my slippers. 
But I promise myself to look up her lovers-- 
disloyal Orion, or those who espied, like Actaeon, 
all whose stories are written in the stars, while 
all the while Artemis keeps on trying 
to protect her wild animals, desires only 
to keep them wild, wild and far away-- 
procul harum -- far from these things. 
  
Carolyn Clark - Finger Lakes Region, NY - cclark707gmail.com 
 

https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fcclark707gmail.com%2F&data=05%7C01%7C%7C9185c1169f64406342d908da854c7dcd%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637968860816541992%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=bR4SoVjCVLygwrHJmLoAECDpa6dQ1EgiNOAZM0WM57k%3D&reserved=0


                      An Autumn Excuse             45 

 

Boots crunched the tattered remains of corn stalks 

in the field after harvesting, the crib full of golden ears, 

the soil dry, uneven from the months of tractors 

cultivating, then pulling the corn picker down the rows, 

the man and boy unbothered by the rough path 

they followed on their way through the field. 

If one had asked the uncle from the city and the farm boy 

what their shotguns were for, they likely, if pressed, 

would admit they were more an excuse than for shooting, 

a reason for the man who had no children of his own 

and the boy to walk and speak while searching, 

so, they claimed, for pheasants, their gold and brown, with 

a touch of red, not unlike the leaves adorning trees 

accompanying the fence around the cornfield. 

 

Eventually the uncle decided it was time to return 

to the farmhouse, time to sit and talk of hunting 

and other things that might interest a young boy, 

neither sorrowing that they claimed no pheasants. 

“Well, we didn’t waste any shells,” he offered, 

and the boy agreed, happy in their walking through 

the field in the brisk autumn air, and the trees 

glowing in the sunshine, and the pheasants safe 

and, after all, still there to provide an excuse another day. 

 

Now, some fifty years later, the uncle long deceased, 

the boy older than his uncle had been then, 

the shotgun, unfired still, stands in a corner of a storage 

room in the basement of the boy’s house far from 

the farm where he grew up.  The shotgun serves 

no useful purpose, one could argue, something best discarded. 

Yet the boy keeps it anyway, a reminder perhaps that some things, 

like conversations with a man who had no children of his own, 

and cornfields in the autumn wind, and pheasants that oblige 

by merely being, can last a lifetime if one just remembers. 

 

Edward J. Rielly - Westbrook, ME - erielly2@earthlink.net 

 

 
If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 

 
 

 



        In the Moaning of Moon               46 

 

Stealthily, CO2 level rise every day,  

so does the greenhouse effect, and more. 

Earth, like elderly woman, pants, 

sweats, feverish. 

Trees breath in CO2, as the girl coughs.  

She watches the moon, worrying 

for her dog suffering skin disease; 

She wants to know why the dog’s  

condition worsens despite all the care. 

You must use sunblock lotion, she says 

to her pet. The moon moans. The girl and 

the dog don’t know why the moon is sad, 

but the Earth knows;  

she shivers in fear of what’s coming,  

if more forests disappear; 

if factories emit more CO2, 

as if the leaves of our senses are falling 

in the wind. Moon kisses on the leaves, 

the leaves that wouldn’t fall, lest CO2 level 

creeps up when they are gone; hanging on  

to the trees till the next spring; 

till the new leaves appear; new vigor.  

 

             

              Unprecedented, flood,  

 

The great park warns, warning of what’s coming, 

with flood of emotion; 

the dying poor ones, exposed to the heat; 

the high heat of the exhales of earth. 

We shudder, helpless; hopes that  

the stealth behemoth is just the overdone fantasy, 

until earth shakes us again in our lazy tea hour; 

how many warnings do we need to wake us; 

how often do we must hear from the dead souls.  

We look to the hazy horizon, trying to figure out; 

resent the clouds of smoke from the smokestacks 

that add more of villains; fear as we crawl out of 

the dim rooms into the red sun; that reminds us.  

 

Byung A. Fallgren - Wyoming - pyogool65@gmail.com  
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                         Looking Up              47 

 

Blue dome above, impassive, silent witness, 

Behold our suffering here. 

 

Suffering as old as life, but on fast forward now.  

Countless forms of life hurtle toward extinction.   

Habitats shrink, glaciers crumble, food chains collapse.   

 

We are trapped in a nightmare so vast it is hard to take in. 

Between commercials we watch our Eden melt, shrivel, burn,   

Even as some tell us there’s nothing to see. 

 

An African proverb exhorts, “When you pray, move your feet.” 

 

In our urgency we invent many new kinds of prayer.   

We construct glaciers, grow coral, deconstruct dams,  

Foster the orphans of doomed species.   

Each act a prayer. 

 

All over this blue world we find new ways to pray. 

More and more, we are moving our feet.   

Will it be enough? 

 

I step outside into withering wind and heat.   

Where to begin? 

I turn on a low sprinkler.   

Two chickadees appear, then a finch.  

Is it enough?   

For three tiny birds it is something. 

For one thing, it’s not looking away. 

 

We must keep finding ways to move our feet  

Together.  Now.  

 

Will it be enough to create a dance of healing? 

If not, a dance of compassion?  

 

Janet Ashear - Sheridan, WY - jashear6@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 



      Our Little Coal of Fire              48 

 

A cinnabar crystal hides in pine, 

a cardinal perhaps.  But no,  

this bird is a glowing ember, 

a vermilion flycatcher 

who’s wandered from the desert, 

to thrill us with his brilliance. 

 

It’s as if we survived the cold  

wet summer for this day alone, 

for the long-lost southwest wind 

bending corn still in the fields, 

carrying Indian summer and our bird 

on his trip north. 

 

It seems we’ve waited months 

for this one moment of beauty 

beyond our everyday expectations, 

beyond the russet glow of a hawk’s tail, 

the burnished orange of a robin’s breast. 

 

This single spark of scarlet,  

our brasita de fuego, calls to us  

peet-a-weet, peet-a-weet, 

and sends us off on our annual journey  

through days of gray and beige. 

 

(Published in Sandcutters - Arizona Poetry Society) 

 

Janet McMillan Rives - Oro Valley, AZ - rives@uni.edu 

 

 

brittle announcer 

 

wind whispers start it 

crackling brittle leaves join in 

announce burnishing autumn 

 

mj Nordgren - Forest Grove, OR - maryjanenordgren@gmail.com 

 

  

mailto:rives@uni.edu
mailto:maryjanenordgren@gmail.com


                   Enchanted Rock              49 

 

We climb the pluton with heated breath 

scraping our throats while bellows 

in our chests heave and thud with heavy bass. 

Sharp scrub snags our throbbing legs 

as we scrabble off track.  We’ve shrunk, 

become spider specks scaling a giant’s humpback. 

Wobbly, we push to crest a granite pink-gold dome,  

throw back our heads to suck in thinner air,  

then pivot slo-mo to scan 

the whole November hazed horizon. 

360 degrees of smoky sky, 

raven flecked spirals of wheeling vultures. 

We survey vistas of rosy rock, ochre, sepia,  

splotched with hobbit green. 

We exhale, but do not speak.   

We find another world on this granite loft,  

rouged and sparkly, a batholith favored  

by the Tonkawa. Ponder silently. Is this sacred ground?   

Wrapping our shoulders round autumn wind, 

we quiet our thoughts, crabwalk to the very edge,  

peer into a vernal pool that fills a dimple on the crusty 

visage of a scarred warrior. Fairy shrimp swim here 

upside down midst spiky quillwort.  We watch, listen, 

but they do not disclose secrets, how to survive  

yearly droughts that diminish us  

when our shells crack and we shrivel, 

gasp for cooler air, prime ourselves 

to sell our souls for liquid sky,  

while these minute crustaceans 

carry on          enchanted. 

(Enchanted Rock in Texas, rising 425 feet above its surroundings, 

is rife with legend and is an actual igneous rock intrusion, an 

ancient monolith, part of human history for at least 11,000 years.)   

 

Judith Youngers - Comfort, TX - writingjudi8@icloud.com 

 

 



           Leaf-Time               50 

 

Atop Sierra Nevada foothills, 

I gaze at the valley in its coat 

Of many colors: patches and 

Stars of purple, plum, scarlet, 

Burgundy, orange, or a mix 

With several shades entwined 

Upon a golden spread of fields 

And long-enduring evergreens. 

 

Breathless at fall’s ceremony 

Of leaves, I stand motionless, 

Awed by such a divine display, 

Then notice the cooler breeze, 

The vast sky of brilliant blue 

Caught high above in clusters 

Of twigs, branches, and leaves: 

Sweet shade from yet warm sun. 

 

I recall morning’s mist graying 

The valley when I woke today, 

Stifling heat gone and me eager,  

At last, for a long hike up here. 

Now comes the sudden fall gust 

As a red maple below releases  

A bevy of leaves to fly on wind 

Soon to find their resting places. 

 

Drifting past, they murmur to me:  

Isn’t this what you mortals want?  

Time to thrive, to cry, and to say,  

Goodbye, thank you so for caring! 

 

(First Place Winner, Juanita Torrence Thompson International 

Poetry Award) 

 

Judith Lyn Sutton - Campbell, CA - jlsutton46@comcast.net 
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                               Ten Lakes              51 

 

There are ten lakes in San Francisco Golden Gate Park 

And Lake Merced, 

Mountain Lake, 

I keep walking through 

The backwoods of Golden Gate Park, 

I want to see each of the ten lakes 

Hidden away from the ocean. 

When Covid stops 

I’ll keep walking 

And Covid gets better, 

I’ll keep taking walks. 

Because now I know 

This city better 

It’s not the city of sidewalks, 

It’s the woods and water, 

The brown and yellow ducks 

In Stern Grove’s Pond. 

Paths that have above ground roots 

That rise like hills, 

Aromas of Eucalyptus, Bay Laurel, and Pine. 

Round brown acorns 

When pounded, natives made flour, 

A willow canopy. 

Further and further into this forested world, 

So far that coyotes have made their home here, 

A collage of leaves. 

And even along Oyster Bay, 

Where each month, 

An Industrial Park arises, 

One colossal building at a time 

Finally surrounding all of the Bay 

Except a path along the water, 

Where a faded educational sign 

Depicts an avocet, 

And there it is, yes. 

I can see the 

Tall orange bird 

Flying over the bay, 

So, I keep walking. 

  

Alice Elizabeth Rogoff - San Francisco, CA - 

alicerogoff@yahoo.com  

 



             Return of the Osprey              52 

 

Say it all begins here, along this river, 

when the osprey returns to her nest. 

Look up when her shadow races past! 

 

She swoops into an ancient cottonwood  

to balance a silver salmon on a broad branch,  

composing it for its final journey. 

 

Two crows linger on the branches below--  

they’ve been here before. And now her talons  

hold the salmon pointing into the wind as she soars  

 

towards her nest of scrappy fledglings, resting 

on a tall wooden platform along the shoreline. 

And the sloped hillside offers glimpses of robins 

 

stalking worms, nuthatches guarding a mossy snag, 

rufous hummingbirds flashing jeweled gorgets,  

as swallows and swifts somersault in the lucid blue.  

 

Sometimes visible, often invisible, we’re all supported 

by great fault blocks, all part of Earth. She offers 

such abundance: saffron tulips, zeolite crystals,  

 

molten lava, subterranean fire, all part of her generosity.  

Say it all begins again, here, along this river,  

when the osprey returns to her nest. 

 

Daphne Clifton - Portland, OR - daphneclifton@gmail.com 

 

 
 

palette unpersuaded 

 

saucy colors gleam 

defiant of wintry death 

hopeful that spring comes 

 

mj Nordgren - Forest Grove, OR - maryjanenordgren@gmail.com 
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             The Mallards               53 

 

I’d begun to think the light 

had simply gone away. 

November’s sky for too long 

had been a dull, monotonous gray 

or swamping us with rain.  

Ponds wallowed on the lawn. 

Sodden lethargy overtook me. 

Then one morn I saw two visitors, 

a pair of mallards swimming in the yard. 

 

In slicker and boots I waded out with bread, 

and wouldn’t you know, for a giddy hour 

the sun broke through -- a reassuring touch, 

a heartfelt quickening. How I needed 

the light to see! 

 

His headdress shimmering green, his yellow 

beak accepted crusts of bread from my hand, 

and she as lovely but shy, kept her distance, 

her orange and black bill a scoop 

for sodden wafers, eaten before 

they sank in mire. 

 

Such sudden, brown-eyed happiness,  

theirs and mine, reminded me  

that what we see, how we perceive 

are what most matter.  

In communion we shape and color 

the luminosity of our minds.  

 

Lynn Palumbo - Knoxville, TN - lynnpsychotherapist@gmail.com  
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              Wasteful               54 

 

Dark settles 

over the day earlier now, 

and chills the night. 

Tired and scattered-minded, 

I groan at the pile of dishes 

stacked on the countertop. 

I long to sit 

in my comfortable chair, 

but brace my shoulders, 

and turn to the sink. 

 

I decide 

to treat this 

as a Japanese tea ceremony, 

only me and the dishes. 

 

Turning on the faucet, 

a silvery skein 

of pure water 

pours out. 

The smell of lemon verbena 

fills the air, as I 

drizzle dish soap. 

 

I plunge my hands 

into the bubbles, 

feel the luxury of warm water, 

and the rim of the antique cup 

I always hand wash. 

I picture it in my mother’s knobby fingers. 

The water splashes freely  

from the tap. 

 

My mind wanders 

to the vision of women 

who must walk dusty roads 

to a dirty river 

and carry water back 

to their villages. 

Appalled, I turn 

the faucet to a trickle. 

 

Marianne Patty - Dunwoody, GA - mpattycat@yahoo.com 



            Autumn Adventure              55 

 

Take my hand and let us be away 

to an Autumn adventure.  There, 

see the path through shadows of 

elegant cactus kings who’s highest 

needle spines scrape flecks of blue 

from the soft morning sky.  Come, 

let us be away. 

 

When our friendly path vanishes 

into scrubby brush and the crisp 

cool air intoxicates our senses, we 

shall stand at the base of the ancient 

granite wall, shadowed and solemn 

before the warming of the sun.   

With arms raised and hands  

open to receive, we shall ask of the 

mountain an invitation and a blessing, 

the sacred honor of climbing through 

jagged ravines, over sun speckled boulders, 

among low drifting wisps of cloud. 

 

We shall laugh at the frolicking  

Kotamundi and listen to the concert 

of two Cactus Wrens filling the air 

with brilliant notes of joyful welcome. 

Here in this thin place of stunning 

awareness, the summit above and 

the quiet valley below touch and a 

door opens to breathless wonder. 

 

Come, take my hand, and let us be 

away to an Autumn adventure. 

 

Roger Pierce - Oro Valley, AZ - rpierce41@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

If you like a poem, please let the poet know it… 
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                Coast Moonrise              56 

 

The moon floats free in the autumn sky. 

It floats like a crystal egg. 

It shines its bright river on a placid sea. 

 

Its light illuminates the fleeting sand. 

It makes us briefly moonlit. 

It lights the soft waves that come in like luminous ghosts. 

 

The waves are the singing of the moon. 

The waves are the silver fruit of the moon. 

The waves drift in without markers. 

 

Time haunts. 

The waves weave their dissolving labyrinths. 

The moon climbs a little higher. 

 

The moon climbs into the night stars 

like a watery round lake. 

It becomes a moon of visions. 

 

We become as those thrown into the stars, 

as those thrown into the night sky, 

as those thrown into the sea, 

as those thrown into the moon.   

 

(Previously published in Quill and Parchment) 

 

Greg Gregory - Antelope, CA - greggkg@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

autumn breeze-- 

the river winds 

around the bend 

 

Karen O’Leary - West Fargo, ND - karenoleary1956@gmail.com 
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                     Appalachian Trail Tennessee            57 

  

black bears cavort 

wild turkeys graze 

precipitous ledges overlook scenic expanses 

tier after tier of mountains dazzle, each one behind hazier  

and lighter 

old mill still grinding corn for pone 

waterfalls, nature trails, roving rivers share age-old secrets 

old cemetery reminds that people lived here once 

 

drive from tacky and rowdy Pigeon Forge and Gatlinburg 

to the Great Smokies, a lifetime away 

where solitude beckons 

the Appalachian Trail rambles and winds through woods 

providing lush coolness and mental tranquility 

 

autumn sunsets in the Smoky Mountains come early 

quickly descend into dark blues and purples, then ebony 

cool chills the bones 

the spirits of the trees whisper their autumn longings 

knowing the snow isn’t far behind 

 

once before I held your serenity and splendor 

today I stand in wistful and awed silence 

 

Eva Marie Willis - Phoenix, AZ - Jwillis42@cox.net 

 

 
Glass Pond 

 

On an autumn day so still 

even the wind held its breath 

so as not to ripple the pond. 

However, now and then, 

a flame-colored maple leaf 

from the tree overhanging the pond 

would drop and make the smallest ripple. 

At night the fallen leaves 

look like tiny boats, going nowhere, 

so as not to ripple the glass-like pond. 

 

Kathleen Schrum - Spokane, WA - Joeygsgirl@comcast.net 

 

 



             Old Man and Oak              58 

 

I stopped awhile on my ambling walk 

and talked with a centuries-old oak 

with massive and twisted limbs 

some supported by the weedy ground. 

 

We talked of growing up resilient  

having faced repeated high winds  

and ice, of long lives, of creaking  

limbs and a growing inflexibility, 

 

of suspected decay in the heartwood. 

We both sensed the harvesting blade 

of time twirling through the clouds, 

but neither felt any fear or regret. 

 

The sun and rustling fall breeze 

still thrummed our harps deep within, 

and we both could still soar away 

on the wings of that music.   

 

 

      Deer Trails 

 

Deer trails twisting  

through the woods 

take an easy path, 

no steep climbs or brush, 

a magical path 

leading me to hidden ponds 

and little brooks, 

to grassy glades shaded 

by enormous oaks 

 

and also to myself 

to inner quiet spaces 

where a migrating warbler 

singing from a bush 

becomes the center point 

about which all creation 

gently revolves. 

 

Dennis Ross - Ames, IA - dkross@iastate.edu 
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         Autumn’s First Snow              59 

 

It’s  

Monday. 

Raindrops beat  

a symphony 

of late-fall song-- 

a melody of sounds 

pinging upon the steel roof. 

I sigh a lamentation for 

crickets, hummingbirds, and columbines 

as waves of winter winds sweep past my door. 

 

Wind-driven raindrops kiss my face and hands 

as with cold fingers I fumble keys, 

and I push open the door to  

the comfort of warm cocoa, 

a cozy fire, and -- hush -- 

as the rain wanes and  

moonlight glimmers 

on pristine, 

blue-white 

snow.  

 

(Published in Quill and Parchment) 

 

Vaughn Neeld - Cañon City, CO - vaughnneeld@hotmail.com 

 

 

 

Recreation 

 

The snow has broken one of the lower branches of the pine 

Bringing light or at least less shade 

To the ground beneath. 

 

In this space grass and bushes will sprout 

Drawing with time 

Deer, burrowers, and birds 

Recreating their world 

Here below. 

 

Harold Sneide - Indian Hills, CO - haroldsneide@comcast.net 
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   Juniper - Old Guard of the Desert Forest            60 

  

High in the hills over Cañon City, Colorado 

Lives the incredible juniper 

A living monument sculpted to this harsh region 

This old one’s trunks rising 

As three charmed snakes 

From its desert base 

Then forking like inverted lightning 

To feed its deep green scaly foliage 

With the sparse resources 

Of nutrients and water it gathers 

  

A true survivor 

Of how many decades, even centuries 

Carrying through mankind’s scourges of 

Depressions, wars and terrorism, and epidemics 

And, also, through man’s triumphs 

Pioneers, settlers, 

Electricity, automobiles, 

Skyscrapers, interstates, 

Computer and space age, 

Cell phones, internet, and social media 

And its own perils 

Of drought, heat, fire, and cold 

And man’s construction 

  

Juniper, strong and hardy, 

Yet elegant, impressive 

And inspiration to mankind 

A reminder how 

Even when pickings are slim 

The human race too 

Can still carry on 

Looking impressive and strong 

  

Mark Cooney - Colorado Springs, CO - aspenpoet@hotmail.com 
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                          Bitter End              61 

 

Amidst the surround sound of yesterday’s crickets, 

songbirds and an occasional howl, narrow country 

roads divide the woodland like parallel 

ragged edges of torn picture postcards. 

Oak trees are love stories untold, initials carved 

in the heart and single arrow of endless time. 

Woodland phlox and wild geranium spread 

across fields of chameleon grassland. 

I sit for a while, engine idling, splintered 

memories freeze in flashbacks of imagination, 

as two turtles slowly cross my path. 

Somehow, I must have missed a turn, 

curve after curve, through a haunting haze, 

colors fading into turning calendar pages. 

Mortar and macadam settled around a coffee 

shop, tattoo parlor and boutique, now for rent... 

The bus, once filled with nature loving 

tourists, is empty, taxi yellow paint 

oxidizing to rust, resting on chewed-up rims 

in a run-down Sunoco station, beside cords 

of firewood wearing a weathered for-sale sign. 

 

Robert Savino - West Islip, NY - dynsus@aol.com 

 

                      End of Season 

 

Sitting outside with our morning cup of coffee 

There is a crispness hanging in the air  

that wasn’t there last weekend. 

Trees are half bare as their colourful leaves 

Quickly start covering the surrounding ground 

Instead of providing a visual barrier to the lake. 

As the daylight hangs around less and less 

The evening campfires start earlier 

And burn bigger to ward off the cold 

That becomes more visible with each breathe.  

Right in the middle 

Sits the perfect fall afternoon. 

Geese on the water, taking off and landing 

sun perched high in the bright blue sky 

With the odd wisp of clouds for contrast. 

 

Amy Hrynchuk - Alberta, Canada - ahrynchuk_poetry@yahoo.ca 

mailto:ahrynchuk_poetry@yahoo.ca


            NC Late Autumn              62 

  

The trees are almost depleted now, 

charcoal lines, a papered sky, 

rising, majestic, set free. 

  

Their leaves are motionless,  

with soft mounds, 

covering bog in silent stillness, 

until a wind suddenly swirls them, 

scattering their message 

that everything now is over,  

waiting to be gone until next time. 

  

Barrenness ushers ease, 

the slant of light, sharp and golden, 

fades early.  

There are partings here, too, 

as bright pots of color fade, as the soft earth 

speaks to new beginnings. 

  

A time to be known. 

The world quiet, tentative, 

sleeping over lost bones, 

stillness slowly electrifying  

awaiting its secrets.   

 

Betty O’Hearn - St. Petersburg, FL - mimiohearn@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

    

fallen leaf 

colour drains into the soil-- 

ready for next spring 

 

Jack Maze - Vancouver, B. C., Canada - erry@shaw.ca 
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                  When I’m 85                63 

 

I will walk the dogs on a late Fall day 

along a trail that follows a dry creek 

through an oak woodland 

A few yellow leaves clinging to bare branches 

after Fall color display 

Snow veneer from recent storm along the creek bed 

Sound of birds fills the air 

 

I will walk in the late afternoon 

Look down at mountain lion footprints in soft earth 

Watch for bobcat moving through boulders 

The sun sinking towards the horizon 

Casting an orange glow on gray clouds 

 

I will walk the land as seasons change 

Delight in the hills greened by Spring snowstorms 

Be lulled by the melody of flowing water in spring-fed creeks 

Smell the dust 

Feel the warmth of summer days 

Seek the cool shadows under oak canopy 

Look in awe at Fall’s burst of colors 

Watch the silhouette of bare branches  

against a deep blue sky 

Feel the briskness of Winter's chill 

 

In the late Fall days of my life 

I will forest bathe  

Take in the sights, sounds, smells 

Seek out beauty 

Collect experiences, not things 

Make the world a little better 

Laugh, love, live  

because life is not a dress rehearsal 

Even if my legs can no longer walk  

my mind will keep moving 

 

Roger Funston - Marysville, CA - rogerfunston@yahoo.com 

  

 

 

 

 

 



                                   My Gal Autumn             64 

 

Autumn’s a deceptive gal, she enters soft and mellow. 

The first hint of her presence is when green leaves start to yellow. 

Her scent is that of woodsmoke and harvested fields of grain. 

Her music is the marching bands and cheers at football games. 

She ripens apples on the trees and pumpkins on the vines, 

And kids can hardly wait until it’s jack o’lantern time. 

September breezes find it’s fun to ruffle her auburn tresses, 

and lift the skirts of many of her gold and scarlet dresses. 

Sometimes she’s elusive and appears to go away, 

leaving Sister Summer to take charge for a few days. 

But Autumn is a jealous gal, sends Summer on her way, 

and once again resumes with glee her sometimes naughty play. 

Autumn can be gentle but she’s also quite precocious. 

and when she shows her temper, she’s really quite ferocious. 

She’ll send hurricanes to the south, early snowfalls to the north 

but for the thirsty deserts she has nothing to come forth. 

At nights she can be chilly, and frosty in the morn, 

but daytime finds her welcoming, and often somewhat warm. 

She delights in sending showers of leaves down  

from half-dressed trees. 

And, full of mischief, watches as they do their slow striptease. 

I love the time when Autumn’s here, when crisp’s the morning air, 

and kitchens smell of apples, squash, and cinnamon and pear. 

When it’s time to don our sweaters, and piles of leaves  

adorn the ground 

and birds and squirrels are busy gathering every nut they’ve found. 

But my gal Autumn cannot stay, and so ends my love affair, 

and as she softly steals away, Winter’s scent is in the air. 

 

Wilma Lentz - Oro Valley, AZ - wilmallentz@gmail.com 

 

 

 

crinkled gift 

 

crinkled leaf sputters 

to earth, renewing cycle 

dying, giving life 

 

mj Nordgren - Forest Grove, OR - maryjanenordgren@gmail.com 
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                      Autumn Preparation 

 

Summer’s riot of color now past full display. 

Water in our creek running slow and shallow. 

Grasses have dried out leaving spindly golden skeletons, 

some still standing, most supine in the dirt. 

Local trees beginning to show their seasonal colors. 

 

In the air above, migrating birds leave 

summer homes, heading south to gentler climates. 

Hibernating animals are busy eating, 

preparing themselves for the time of ice and snow. 

Others may be able to forage in winter, 

finding enough to eat to get through 

the coming frigid days and nights. 

 

Yesterday, I watched a yearling fawn 

nurse from her patient mother. 

Mother will wean her child in the coming weeks. 

Perhaps next autumn the young doe 

will have become a mother herself. 

 

On night hikes we often see 

raccoon mothers with their kits searching 

for food along the banks of the creek. 

Little mylotes bats swoop above our heads 

chasing flying insects for dinner. 

We hear coyotes howling at the moon, 

then back and forth hoo-hoo-hooing-- 

courting calls of great horned owls. 

 

Though I will miss the longer, warmer days, 

I recognize the wisdom of Nature’s plan: 

This transition, Summer into Fall, 

preparation for all of Earth’s living beings 

Autumn has opened the door. 

 

Sandy King - Lafayette, CA - sandyaking@comcast.net 
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